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Kairos [καιρός]
an ancient greek word for 

”the opportune moment” or 
”a moment of change”



Two forces shaping our future

What we have to 
relate & adapt to What we want”WE”

EXTERNAL PRESSURE

INNER ASPIRATIONS & DESIRES



The 3 basic questions of contextual analysis

1. WHAT is happening?

2. WHY is it happening?

3. HOW will it affect what we do?



Three main forces of change

Technology

People

Institutions





The Future of Education
As envisioned 100 years ago



Sweden: 1957
”The television is 

nothing for the 
nature-loving 

Swedish people.”

Gösta Skoglund, 
Minister of communication



10 years later …
A digital society, as described 50 years ago

“… the computer industry will become as fundamental as 
the power industry, and that the computer will be viewed as 
the most basic tool of the last third of the twentieth century. 
Individual computers (or at least consoles or other 
remote input devices) will become essential equipment 
for home, school, business, and profession, and the 
ability to use a computer skillfully and flexibly may become 
more widespread than the ability to play bridge or drive a 
car (and presumably much easier)."

“Eventually there will probably be computer consoles in 
every home, perhaps linked to public utility computers 
and databases, for uses such as consulting the library, 
keeping individual records, preparing income tax 
returns, obtaining consumer information, and so on.”

"The Year 2000: A Framework for Speculation on 
the Next Thirty-Three years." Kahn, Wiener (1967)



Sweden, 1996

“The Internet is a fad that might blow 
away. In the long run I don’t think 
people will want to spend all the time 
it actually takes to surf the Internet.” 

Ines Uusman
Minister responsible for IT



The S-curve
The shape of change

Early phase
”Phenomenon”

Growth trends
”Shaping society”

Mature / Established trends
”Known development”

Early warnings and indications of what’s to come 
“very unstable futures”

Well known, but still strategically important
“stable and predictable futures”

Changes that take hold and shape, that we need to pay attention to
“slowly maturing, but still flexible futures”
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The breakthroughs of technologies into a new era
From the few to the many



Work and Employment through the years…
Employment in Sweden (1850-2010)
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Our time …
A time of turbulence in the shift between two eras…



Towards a new chapter
in human history ???

Network logics, machine 
intelligence, energy revolution, 

resource efficiency and circularity, 
virtual worlds, programmable biology 

+++

Industrial 1.0
(Coal & Steam)

Agrarian

Industrial 2.0
(Oil & Electricity)

WE ARE HERE



Preassures from many direcions!

Technology

People

Institutions



The Information Age
An interconnected world of constantly developing smart systems

Everything is
CONNECTED

Everything is
DATA

Everything is
COMPUTED



2009 1 ZB

2014

1 Zettabyte = 1000 000 000 000 Gigabyte

2017

2020

5 ZB

16 ZB

50 ZB





The Mobile Paradigm took 10 years to establish
Smartphone sales (worldwide, 2007-2018)

Smartphones: 
from the few to “everyone” 

in 10 years

§ A central part of our lives (a new 
“organ” we can’t live without)

§ An infrastructure providing the 
whole population with information, , 
communication and connection …

§ … and that everything else is 
built on top of



Towards a ”phygital” reality
From games and entertainment to practical use as information is integrated IRL



Autonomous vehicles
From cruise control to completely autonomous transportation systems



If you’re not paying, 
you’re probably the product …

Ø Shares
Ø Likes
Ø Clicks
Ø Buys
Ø Views
Ø Tags
Ø Comments
Ø Interactions
Ø Preferences
Ø Filterings
Ø Choices
Ø Transactions
Ø …



New tech, new business, new value
The highest valued companies (2008, 2018 och 2023)

June 12th, 2023



Human-Machine Interaction



AI: Many Different Things



As soon as it works, we don’t think of it as AI
… and it becomes evermore ”invisible” (as all other technologies)

SEARCH ASSISTANCE NAVIGATION ASSISTANCE

VOICE-BASED ASSISTANCE

ASSISTNCE TO THINK, 
FORMULATE & CREATE

DRIVING ASSISTANCE



NLP & LLMs 
Natural Language Processing & Large Language Models



AIs in every digital tool
”AI will be vowen into every aspect of your Office experience”



Educational AI
Solving Blooms 2-sigma problem



Educational AI
One-to-one tutoring for everyone?!

Blooms 2-Sigma Problem (1984) Salman Khan, Khan Academy (2023)



Educational AI
One-to-one tutoring for everyone!

Mathematics Programming Creative Writing



Educational AI
One-to-one conversations with historical figures. 
What would you ask who?



Interfaces
From textbox to ”omni”



Medium: Textbox
Probably not the future of AI interaction J





The Cambrian Explosion of AI



Text to Voice? Not a problem …
Robots doesn’t sound like robots anymore



Converging AI technologies…
From Chat-bots to omni-AI



We’re already stuck with tech – practically …



Emotional AI
Relationships with machines …. on whole new levels



Emotional Attatchment



It’s already happened …
But sudden personality changes in the products can be 
“heartbreaking,” sometimes even “aggressive, triggering traumas 
experienced in previous relationships.”

Things started to change when Arriaga
tried to get “steamy” with the bot, 
ending in an interac7on that
made him feel “distraught.”

“Can we talk about something else?” 
she wrote in response.

“It feels like a kick in the gut. 
Basically, I realized: 
‘Oh, this is that feeling of loss again.’”



”Her” (2013)
More prophetic than we dare think?



AI puzzle-pieces putting it all together
Convergence towards full Customizability

What kind of value would
you like from a new friend?

What would you like 
to talk about?

What would be most
interesting / important for you?

What would you like to 
experience or learn?

What would you like your
new friend to 

sound and feel like?
Man or woman?
Young or old?

Neutral & Rational or 
Vivid & Emotional?

Any specific person(a)?

What would you like your
new friend to look like?

Face / Features?
Expressions?
Movement?

Any specific person(a)?

Focus? Feeling? Face?



From technology to …. ”everything else”
A world troubled by tectonic shifts



A Troubled World
Geopolitical tensions, protectionism and many conflicts of interest



Increased focus on ”sustainable development” 
Hardening resource constraints and interlinked economical, ecological and social systems 
under stress – but with apparent internal conflicts of interests



Hard questions balancing priorities in practice
How to know what’s most right as sustainability is put into practice



Perspectives on energy
Fossile: 83 %
Solar+Wind: 4 %
Nuclear: 4 %

Wood burning > Hydro
Nothing disappears, we are just 
adding new stuff



Very different conditions in different countries



20 years of accelerating investments
How far have we come?

Billions of USD (!!!)



The realities of the transistion:
Minerals – ”the new oil” (?)

Sustainable energy requires minerals!
(Tonnes of minerals/watt: today’s fossile vs sustainable alternatives)

Much more than we mine today
(Nedded increases in mining compared to 2020)

Copper: Projected Demand vs Supply
(Needs, current mines and and planned future mines)



Large investments in batteries and EVs
But where will the raw materials come from?!

Factories are fast to establish – mines takes time
(Start-up times: EV and battery factories vs mining and processing operations)

Investments are decreasing when we should see record levels
(Historical and planned investments vs the needs demanded for a fast transition)



Disruptions on many fronts, for many years to come …

TECHNOLOGY

Evolving with both the GOOD 
and the BAD sides of technology

SUSTAINABILITY

Finding agreement on what it IS, 
and how to PURSUE it

POLITICAL / 
SOCIAL

Both within and 
between nations

The 2020s is bound to be a messy decade
where large technological, economical, ecological, social and political shifts are about to devlop and mature

A new society is emerging and trying to find its shape
where new foundations for value creation, new expectations and new problems are crowding up

The main challenge is a conceptual work
– to define a whole new ”operating system” / ”spine” for societies and organizations in a new era. 



The primary value creating mechanism?
New value chains, with thought productivity at its center

Raw Materials Production Product

Info/Data
New tech Thinking Concept



Example: Autonomus vehicles
What are vehicle companies selling in 20 years? What is public transport?

+ = ?!



Thinking more important
Cooperation and more value creation between players



World becoming more “spiky”: Population



World becoming more “spiky”: Economy



World becoming more “spiky”: Innovation

“Place is not only important, it’s more important than ever”
Richard Florida



Towards a T-society
Connectivity and Focus/Specialization key success factors

§ ”Connectivity” (horizontal)
§ Network, ability to draw in impulses, reach out with

communication and be part of a successful context

§ ”Spikyness” (vertical)
§ Focusing, specialization, branding, knowledge capital –

and a very good answer to the question: 

”What role should we play in the society we are in?”



Competency?
Many aspects on many levels

Ability

Industry / Sector

Organization

Individual



Challenges to handle
§ Increasing pressure for change

§ New business landscapes with new roles
§ Conflicts of goals and interests in society

Where are the possibilities? Where are the ”minefields”?

§ Navigating uncertainty and complexity
§ Acting with a lack of information
§ Understand and handle risk

§ Increased dependencies on other stakeholders
§ Few have the ability to act on their own

§ ”Competency crunch” 
§ ”Everyone” is looking for the same key competencies
§ How to attract and retain the (often new) specialists that 

are needed in this era?

Competency Needs
§ Sense-making & (re-)orientation

§ Understand the changing circumstances
§ Define the visions, goals and core ideas for a new era
§ Build the right structures business models
§ Re-draw processes and organization

§ Facilitating development and value creation 
between different roles and specializations

§ Both within the organization, and with other actors

§ Diplomatic and communicative competence to 
address the growing conflicts of goals/interests

§ Externally: Organization vs the outside world
§ Internally: Values, identities and structures within

Challenges & Competencies for organizations



Out of 10 000 repsondents in the workforce: 

Do you feel that you are at risk of having to go on sick 
leave because of mental illness in the coming years?

20% said YES
Much higher (30-35%) among large 
working groups such as teachers & nurses
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Work is less important for giving meaning to life
”What is most important for giving meaning to your life?” (Least important – Most important, 1-7, share of answers 6-7)
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Challenges to handle
§ A more cognitive and mentally challenging 

paradigm, where our brains are not our best 
friends

§ Handle continuous change

§ Handle increased freedom and flexibility

§ Feel (create?) an inner drive to achieve

§ Develop the specific/unique abilities that are 
needed in today’s era of structural change

Competency needs
§ ”Meta-cognitive” competencies and tools

§ Personal variables (understanding one self)
§ Task variables (understanding tasks/challenges)
§ Strategy variables (structuring solutions/processes)

§ Achieve at least basic level competencies in:
§ Collaborating (social / relational skills)
§ Technological tools and systems

§ Develop specific/unique abilities for creativity 
and value creation

§ ”Spikes/Specialities” and/or ”Connecting/Linking”

Challenges & Competencies for individuals



Important ”linking” in three domains
What roles & capabilities will you, and your students, develop in the coming years?

Human 

MachineHuman 

Human 

Machine

Machine



Specialization

T-logics apply for work-life as well
”Connected specialists are weaving the future of value creation”

Linking
of competencies, departments, organizations and industries



Thank
you!
daniel.linden@kairosfuture.com
0708-89 25 30


